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High-speed transfers enable
on-demand eDiscovery
applications

AT A GLANCE

Today’s litigation teams and legal firms rely

waste time waiting for legal data, which

Industry

on eDiscovery applications for the collection,

often consists of large sets of small files, to

processing, and management of legal

transfer. Fast transfer speeds are critical, and

ESI. However, maintaining and operating

security is also a key concern for sensitive

the required infrastructure is becoming

legal documents.

Legal & eDiscovery
Products
Aspera Connect Server
Aspera Console
Aspera Connect browser plug-in
Challenge
Transferring sensitive legal data
quickly and securely to MatterPoint
– an on-demand eDiscovery
application delivery platform.
Results
• Relying on Aspera high-speed

transfers, Aquipt can now accept
production cases with tight
deadlines that were not feasible
with other transfer technologies.
• Aquipt’s clients can transfer up to

20 gigabytes per hour from coast to
coast over a 45 Mbps pipe.
• Transfers fully utilize available

exceedingly expensive.

Previous transfer technologies that Aquipt

Aquipt, a technology services provider

had used, such as FTP, delivered slow and

for law firms and litigation support teams,

unpredictable performance characteristic of

provides a hosted Infrastructure-as-a-Service

TCP-based transport, offering little reliability.

(IaaS) platform, MatterPoint, to solve the

Poorly designed user interfaces lacked many

challenges of eDiscovery management.

essential features and posed a challenge to

MatterPoint eliminates the need for clients

non-technical staff.

to purchase and maintain expensive
infrastructure and instead provides them with
a pay-as-you-go solution that is suited to the
highly transactional nature of eDiscovery.

“Aspera fully utilizes the available
bandwidth, achieving transfer speeds
that FTP can’t match.”
Richard Wein

Aquipt uses Aspera’s patented FASP™

CEO, Aquipt

technology to transfer clients’ data to and from
the MatterPoint platform at high speed, with

Aquipt considered putting data on hard

maximum security, and with 100% reliability.

drives and physically shipping them from
clients to their data center; however, Aquipt’s

CHALLENGE:

clients often have many small data sets that
need to be incrementally moved, and the

bandwidth, achieving maximum
speeds and predictable delivery
times.

Tight deadlines are prevalent in the legal

• Ability to transfer large ESI data

dates. Aquipt places a premium on timeliness

sets from any location around the
world, regardless of distance or
network conditions, using intuitive,
web-based interface.

to ensure customers’ projects are returned

Aquipt was looking for a high-speed file

in time to meet court-mandated deadlines.

transfer solution that would allow their clients

During a time crunch, it would be inefficient

to securely and quickly move data from any

for both Aquipt and their customers to

location to Aquipt’s MatterPoint platform.
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industry, and time-sensitive materials often
must be produced prior to specific court

idea of constantly sending hard drives to
and from the data center was inefficient and
cost-prohibitive for Aquipt.
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BENEFITS

SOLUTION:

Fast transfers: High-speed FASP
transfers move large legal data sets
at maximum speed regardless of
distance or network conditions.

After reviewing their options, Aquipt selected Aspera, deploying Aspera Connect Server at their

Bulletproof security: Builtin enterprise-grade security
protects sensitive documents
with encryption in transit and
at rest, user authentication, and
data integrity verification for each
transmitted block.

Aquipt’s clients can either use their own Aspera Client to transfer data or use the install-on-

Notifications: Built-in email
notifications automatically alert
customers and Aquipt staff when
transfers finish, with no need to log in
to check transfer completion status.

time when their transfers complete.

Monitoring and control: Aspera
Console provides complete visibility
over the transfer environment,
enabling real-time transfer control,
logging, reporting and notifications.

and folders.

MatterPoint data center and adopting the Aspera Console application for real-time monitoring,
notifications, logging and reporting.

demand Connect web browser plug-in to send in their content from anywhere using any
standard browser. Once the data has been uploaded into Aquipt’s MatterPoint platform,
customers can run any e-Discovery application to perform search and analysis on their uploaded
data. When finished, customers can extract the results using high-speed FASP transfers from the
MatterPoint platform to their in-house systems, and Connect Server notifies the customers in real

Aspera provides ease of use for Aquipt’s customers with a web-based interface that allows users
to log in from anywhere without requiring complicated software installations. Transfer initiation
and control are made easy with the self-installing browser plug-in and intuitive navigation of files

Aspera also makes life easy for Aquipt’s administrators who were able to quickly and seamlessly
shift file transfer operations to Aspera. “It’s not a big, complex, drawn-out project to get Aspera
up and running,” said Richard Wein, Aquipt’s CEO. Aquipt uses Console’s interactive dashboard
to gain complete visibility over the transfer environment, allowing admins to prioritize or cancel
transfers, manage users and retire user credentials when needed.

RESULTS:

With Aspera, Aquipt enables fast and secure transfers of
legal documents and data into and out of MatterPoint

“What wasn’t possible
before is now possible
with Aspera.”

data center, creating a key competitive advantage. Aquipt
can now accept production cases with tight deadlines that

Richard Wein

CEO, Aquipt

were not feasible with other technologies.
“Aspera maintains the full bandwidth utilization for the life of the transmission rather than
ABOUT AQUIPT
With 20 years of experience providing innovative and responsive
technology solutions, Aquipt leverages unparalleled industry expertise
to create dedicated offerings that
help law firms and litigation support organizations overcome the
challenges related to the specific IT
realities of the Legal sector.
For more information, visit
www.aquipt.com
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jumping between peaks and valleys like FTP,” said Wein. “We can now transfer 20 gigabytes per
hour from west coast to east coast using our dedicated 45 Mbps pipe.”
Aquipt also benefits from Aspera’s enterprise-grade security, which includes encryption in
transit and at rest, user authentication, and data integrity verification. Because Aspera provides
a software-only solution, Aquipt’s customers have the flexibility to push data from any location
around the world, whether it’s from a law firm, an eDiscovery forensics collector, or an overseas
client. Regardless of location or network conditions, Aspera achieves maximum transfer speeds.
“What wasn’t possible before is now possible with Aspera,” concluded Wein, “Our MatterPoint
platform is taken to the next level.”

About Aspera
The creator of next-generation transport technologies that move the world’s data at maximum
speed regardless of file size, transfer distance and network conditions. Based on its patented FASP™
protocol, Aspera software fully utilizes existing infrastructures to deliver the fastest, most predictable
file-transfer experience. Aspera’s core technology delivers unprecedented control over bandwidth,
complete security and uncompromising reliability. Organizations across a variety of industries on six
continents rely on Aspera software for the business-critical transport of their digital assets.
Learn more at www.asperasoft.com

